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DECEMBER DFC CLUB MEETING...

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2013

Our meeting will feature fly fishing guide and past DFC
president, CINDA HOWARD, telling us all we need to know
about Carp fishing.
Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting, followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

President's Drift

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Joe Staller • December 2013

Well, the year is winding down. I’ve heard reports from fellow DFC’ers that they made
their last run-up to the White Mountains or the rim for the season—as I write this it is
snowing it Flagstaff and the White Mountains—but of course, weather permitting there
will be opportunities all winter to catch a trout in the mountains if you put your mind to
it. In my own case, I tend to start thinking about fishing for warm water species this time
of year—smallies at Apache and Havasu, crappie at Roosevelt and Alamo, yellow bass
and largemouths at Canyon and Saguaro. I especially enjoy sending emails to fishing
friends in cold climates letting them know that I was on the lake enjoying the sun and
fishing in December while they were shoveling snow! Yes, I can be quite irritating.
This time of year I also start planning my 2014 fishing calendar. I make it a point to try something “new” each
year. In past years, it’s been big Lahontan trout at Pyramid Lake, Great Lakes Steelhead, a new small stream in
Colorado, rafting the Smith River in Montana etc. My one unscratched itch from 2013 is that I never made it out
for Tiger Muskies, even though I made a 10 wt rod, tied a dozen muskie flies, and bought the ginormous net.
This is my one “must do” for 2014, although I also hope to check out even more new streams in Colorado, make
my first trip to fish the surf in San Diego, and probably check out some areas in Washington state while visiting
a fishing buddy who moved there a few years back. I encourage you to start working on your own 2014 fishing
calendar and broaden your fly fishing horizons.
Due to an illness, I was unable to make the 51st annual trip to Rocky Point, but I understand a good time
was had by all. The fish were in a biting mood, and several very nice triggers were caught. Really sorry I missed
that one.
Just a reminder that our 2014 Banquet will be held on Wednesday Feb 12 (The night of our regular monthly
meeting) but will be held at the Knight’s of Columbus Hall. As you know, this is our big fundraiser for the year,
...Continued on Page 8
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Outings the DFC Board
is working on:
• Salt River Instructional
Stream Side Outing- January 2014
• Casting Games at
Red Mountain Ranch- January 2014
• ANNUAL DFC BANQUET
February, 12, 2014
• Dead Horse Lake- C/G
February 21, 2014

!Our annual banquet will be held Wednesday, February 12, 2014
at the Knights of Columbus Hall.
As you are probably aware, the annual banquet is our opportunity to raise
money to support the ongoing operations of the Desert Fly Casters. The
money brought in by the raffle allows us to support:
• Blue Ribbon fishery volunteer work: Lower Canyon Creek in the Tonto
National Forest and White Mountains Lake Foundation. Both of these are
a part of Arizona’s very few catch and release, fly and lure only fisheries.
• We provide yearly support and donations
• Yearly support at fishing expos and stores for education of fly fishing
with emphasis on bringing new people into the sport.
• Yearly classes for fly casting, fly tying and rod building
• Provide training for Boy Scouts Fly Fishing merit badge
• Monthly meetings with guest speakers
• ….and outings for our club members!
While there are still some very generous donations made by members of
the fly fishing business community, in all honesty many companies that
used to donate have either stopped altogether or have reduced their contributions by a significant amount.
I’m hoping that you can help us close the gap. If you own a business,
please consider donating some services or products. If you are good
friends with a business owner, please ask them to donate a service or a
product. As an individual, perhaps you would consider donating a craft
item, a wine basket, a box of hand tied flies, that extra fishing vest you
have never used etc. etc.
Please contact Joe Staller at joestaller@yahoo.com for more information
on how to donate or for our charitable contribution letter (we are a 501.
C3 corporation, so donations are tax deductible)
Thank you!
Joe Staller
Desert Fly Casters

DICK BROOKS .... DFC OUTING DECEMBER 14, 2013
Alright boys and girls the time is drawing near for that once a year spectacular event
that you have been waiting for. No not that thing with Santa coming down the chimney but our annual Canyon Lake DFC outing.
Canyon Lake offers good fishing throughout the year and with the protection from
motored craft offered at Boulder Cove it is always a great place to spend some time
trying to fool the fish.
This year we will be attempting just that on December 14th, a Saturday, beginning at
7:00 AM and lasting until about noon or as long as your little old heart desires. Your
host, Dick Brooks, will be providing coffee, breakfast nibbles, various juices and assistance with inflating pontoon boats, float tubes, lacing up wading boots, getting
into flippers, stringing up rods, tying on flys, and help with anything else related to
the event that you might need assistance with including advice on sartorial selection. Equipment needed should include some type of floating craft to set on or in
while on the water, anywhere from a 3wt to 5wt rod with floating or sink tip line with
5x or 6x leaders. Fly selection should include but NOT be limited to Woolly Buggers,
Copper Johns, and any kind of nymphs or dry fly you want to try. I even have an extra Fishcat float tube to lend should you need one for the event, flippers included if
needed. There have been rumors (you know how fisherman talk) that sometimes the
larger bass will be feeding on the stocked trout so there is a "chance" one might just
get a big surprise on some light gear.
Game and Fish has advertised that they will be stocking Canyon Lake with trout
the week of the ninth so there should be plenty of the critters available to play
with. Many of us retire to the Tortilla Flats restaurant after a full morning of fishing
to swap stories of our success or to offer explanations for our lack thereof. We also
eat lunch.
It would be helpful if you would sign up for this event at the next club meeting on
December 11th so your host can have an idea of how much stuff to bring. If you are
not able to make the meeting but would like to come along you can call me a
480-203-9634 or e-mail me at gdubby77@gmail.com.
TWO OTHER THINGS. YOU WILL NEED A TONTO PASS FOR THE DAY AND REMEMBER
THAT THIS IS A "FREEEEE" EVENT BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE TROUT BUMS AT DESERT
FLY CASTERS.
Hope to see you there!

The AZFGD Grapevine stocking volunteer day.
A special day trip with DFC club member, Tyler Stone, and his twin boys, McLaren & Everest, in his own words...

What a hidden gem,... but that comes
later.......
The other day McLaren and Everest told me they were reading my
emails and saw the volunteer announcement about Grapevine Creek
trout stocking. Which prompted the
question..."Daddy-O, where do trout
come from?!?!" I tried the stork story, but they didn't buy it, they already
know that storks eat fish.....Darn it.
So what better way to explain fish
biology than to take them up to the
Mayer/Prescott area and participate
in a little field trip, right? After all,
they had already caught their first
fish last Spring at the clubs White
Mountain outing.
So off we went. Well that is, after
the government decided to open
back up in the nick of time to let
the AZDFG guys get the fish out
of a federally run hatchery in New
Mexico. Idiots, but that is a whole
other editorial. Anyway, Everest and
McLaren had been writing letters to
congress also apparently about the
shut down.
We drove up in the morning aiming to meet at the parking area, etc.
Well, the turn off the highway has no
sign on it at all, so thankfully for GPS

that told me I had passed it by about
1/2 mile and we were able to get
turned around. Then about 1 mile
or so up the road it got a little rough,
well for a low profile "adventure van"
as my boys call our minivan. So we
continue on with not really anybody
in sight, start getting some desert
pinstripes, etc. Really, not kidding,
trail pinstripes on my minivan! Started worrying about my wife's reaction
when she would see them,.... and
started planning for the Doghouse.
So we finally get to the meeting
area and there were fish and game
vehicles and some other volunteer
vehicles to carpool up to the trailhead. From that meeting area on,
I don't think the "adventure van"
would have made it, even with
an extremely skilled driver at the
helm. Just not enough clearance etc,
and the rocks and terrain too rough
to go fast enough to "stay on top of
the bumps" as Don and Donna like
to do!
Once at the trailhead, we put on
game back packs actually, then
strapped on 5 gallon buckets, put
some fish in, squirted in some O2

so the fishies would have a better
chance of surviving the hike, and up
we went.
After about a mile hike we got to
the section our group was assigned
too plant in. Julie, the AZDFG person
in charge of Native Trout, was in our
group and was great with McLaren
and Everest. First they focused on
mixing in stream water with the fish
and water in the bucket to acclimate
them to the cold water a bit. Then
after about 10 minutes of that, we
started dipping nets and putting the
fish in pools. Simple!
After spotting the fish a little and
making sure none went belly up, we
were off back down the trail. The
boys made it almost all the way
back to the trailhead by themselves,
needed little hitch hiking with Dad,
but had a great time all in all. It is
an easy hike, and very accessable for
kids, family, etc.
So, hidden gem. Quite a surprise
actually seeing this spring fed
stream. Cold water, lots of trees,
lots of pools for fish habitat. I
was really excited to see a little
nook of our state so close and accessable
(minus
pinstripes).
The
stream
is
not
fishable yet, but
should be in a few
years. The AZDFG
leader, Mike, told
the group there
needs to be 3 generations of fish
observed, and a
total fish count
of 500. Well, we
planted about 250
that day, and on
surveys earlier in

the month they had already seen juvinile fish up there.
I don't imagine this will be a BIG
fish destination, as the water is
pretty small. But it might be a great
place for tactical fishing, and certainly shady and beautiful, good
family destination with an easy hike
and good shady places to take a
break and have lunch. All that and
pretty close to the valley, easy to get
to, etc. (Again, minus pinstripes)
McLaren and Everest give it a 10 on
a scale of 1-10 for "Adventure Van"
destinations!
Comments??
Catch me, Tyler Stone at:
tylerseanstone@gmail.com

DFC 2014 Membership Drive--Win a Brand New Orvis H2 Fly Rod!
DFC is kicking-off our 2014 membership drive and this year members have the chance to win a brand new Orvis H2 Fly Rod ($795 retail value)! The membership drive
will officially begin Jan 1st, 2014 and run until April 9th, 2014. Members who sign-up, or renew, in that period will receive one-raffle ticket. However, just to sweeten
the deal, if you pay your 2014 club dues in December, you will receive two-raffle tickets! And, for the first time, we are offering lifetime club memberships! See details
below for more information:

Annul Memberships--$35
Early Bird Special--Receive Two-Raffle Tickets:
If you pay at the Dec club meeting, or by mail before Dec 31st –must be postmarked
by Dec 31st to receive two-tickets.
Receive One-Raffle Tickets:
If you pay after Jan 1st, but before the April club meeting. Payments made by mail
must be received by April 9th , regardless of postmark, as the drawing will be held at the April meeting.
Lifetime Memberships--$300
Early Bird Special--Receive Ten-Raffle Tickets:
If you pay at the Dec club meeting, or by mail before Dec 31st –must be postmarked by Dec 31st to receive ten-tickets.
Receive Five-Raffle Tickets:
If you pay after Jan 1st, but before the April club meeting. Payments made by mail must be received by April 9th ,
regardless of postmark, as the drawing will be held at the April meeting.
Good Luck!

Desert Fly Casters

Fly Tying Corner

Tying session for December is on Tuesday December 17th in the fly shop at Bass Pro shops. Please send email
or call Bob Harrison (harrn7963@aol.com, 480-735-9743) to confirm participation. We will need to arrange
additional tables if more than 6 people are attending.

December Flies of the Month
Dahlberg Diver

Coming at the January Meeting :

Material:
Hook: wide gap, long shank size 2 - 6
Thread: 3/0 color to match deer / elk hair
Flat nylon works really well to put pressure on to
flair the hair.
Tail: Rubber legs
Schlappen or soft hackle body feathers colors ofyour choice red, green orange, chartreuse
Flashabou - silver, red, or green.
Body: Hackle to match or contrast tail
Head: Deer or elk hair died to your color choices

Conservation Project
UPDATES!!!!!
￼

Arizona Game & Fish Department
Presentations
Lorrainne Avenetti, Research Biologist, and Curtis Gill, Fisheries
Biologist, will be at the January 8, 2014
DFC meeting to give us brief updates
on new Trout Fishing and Stream
Restoration / Conservation related
Projects that the Arizona Game and
Fish Department is conducting
on our behalf.
Curt will tell us about the recent work
on Canyon Creek, and show Real
LIVE videos of the fantastic results of
the recent spawning gravel placements
in the stream. Canyon Creek is one
of our Premier Brown Trout Streams,
and it’s getting better!!!
Lorraine will introduce new AZGFD
projects that are being initiated in the
Rim Country, and in the White Mountains. She’ll tell us what they’re doing,
why they’re doing it, and maybe even
what we can do to help.
These Updates will be in addition to
our regular Scheduled Program featuring one of our Prime Arizona Fishing
Locations. So come on out for a great
evening packed with Fun, Information, Where to go, What to catch, and
How to do it!!!!!

The Dahlberg is a practical lesson on spinning deer hair or in this case elk. Jerry gave me a bag of elk with
a question if anyone could use some. (silly question for anyone that ever asked about tying material.
I will provide all the elk hair you will need - as long as natural will suit your pattern choices, Christmas Tinsel
(prismatic flashabou), hen hackle and schlappen. .
You will need to bring long shank wide gap hooks.
We will scissor clip these but will demonstrate using double edge razor blades.
If you don’t have wide gap hooks bring along size 6 – 10 long shank hooks. You can spin and trim almost
any shape but I deny knowing anything about mice in clear ornament globes.

ROCKY POINT 51
by Vince Deadmond

Time after time for fifty one years, the Desert Fly
Caster Rocky Point outing has been, and continues to be, one of the best outings to catch fish. If
the weather allows you to get on the water, and
you have the recommended gear, you will catch
fish. The weather was cooperative and everyone who got out out in a pontoon boat, with
the right gear caught fish. Generally the fall
weather pattern is a great time to visit Puerto
Penasco. The water was warm enough to fish
without waders, and DFC members caught Cabrilla, Trigger, Orange Mouth Corvina, Grunt,
Parrot Fish, Flounder, Pompano, Puffer Fish,
Bone Fish, Grouper, Pinto, Mackerel and a few
new fish we are still trying to identify.
I would like to thank everyone who attended
and made this years outing one of the best. The
sharing of food, fishing gear, flies, knowledge,
and fish stories all comes together at this event.
A special thanks goes out to Gary Bedsworth
for the Dutch Oven cooking, the Cioppino
Soup, bread, rice, and beans were wonderful.
Dave Weaver and Doc Nickel did an excellent
job on the Friday Fish Fry. I had enough fish to
do a batch of smoked fish, and if you were not
around, you missed out on a tasty treat. Several
people were attending their first Rocky Point
trip, and they benefited greatly from years of

experience Desert Fly Casters have had exploring, trying different techniques, and finding
gear that works for this fishery.
Things were generally peaceful for a Bike
Rally Weekend, we had no catastrophic emergencies, other than Carl Rutherford’s pontoon
boat breaking apart in the Sea of Cortez. The
Banquet at El Capitan was well attended we
had 28 for dinner and a couple more that fished
with us earlier in the week. Several DFC members went to dinner at Don Julio’s and were impressed with the food and service. One problem with just going to Rocky Point for a short
trip, is you don’t have enough time to eat at all
of the good restaurants. It’s been said before,
“There are many reasons for going to Rocky
Point.” Fishing is just one reason to go to RP,
it is a quick 4 hour trip, there are many things
that a family can do on the cheap, and I would
recommend that you plan on attending Rocky
Point 52. I picked up my 2014 Tide Calendar
and I am planning trips for the end of this year
and into next year.
Vince Deadmond can be reached at
237 N Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ
vince@ajbest.com or 480 982 7461.

INTRODUCTION TO
FLY FISHING

Desert Fly Casters

Sponsored by: Gilbert Dept. of Parks and Recreation, Apache Junction Dept. of Parks and Recreation,
Gilbert Fly-Fishing Programs, and the Arizona Game and fish Department.
Dates &Times: Begins on January 11th and runs for four Saturdays from 9:00 AM until noon, finishing on February 1st with fishing on the Pond
at Town Hall.
Faculty: Six team members of Gilbert Fly-Fishing Programs, certified instructors by Arizona Game and Fish Department. All instructors have been
fingerprinted and background checked by DPS (required by AZG&F), so no child molesters! Grin.
Subject Matter: All aspects of the sport, including but not limited to: equipment and materials, physics of fly casting, philosophy of fly-fishing, fishing
techniques, reading the water, entomology, fly casting instruction, knot tying, where to find trout and other sport fish in Arizona and the Southwest,
etc.
Cost & Registration: There is a $20 materials fee due the first day of class. Registration with Gilbert Parks Department on line is $5.00, registration
with Apache a Junction Parks Department is free, but is only offered on-line registration to those living in AJ. Others need to mail in registration
(form is available on line). Registration begins December 6th, with class size limited to 20 participants. Registration limited to participants age 16
and older.
What participants need to bring to class: Essentially, themselves; everything else is supplied by the instructors. If participants have a rod and
reel, they are encouraged to bring them and use them the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class sessions. First class session is classroom instruction only. Participants will leave with over $200 worth of materials, tools, and supplies, including, but not limited to: Glacier Glove chest pack, tools, hat, polarized
sun glasses, fly boxes, flies, etc.
Contact Information:
Gilbert Parks: tel:(480) 503-6200, www.gilbertaz.gov/parks
Apache Junction Parks: tel:(480) 983-2181 www.ajcity.net
Gilbert Fly-Fishing Programs: David Phares, tel: 480-540-1412,
(myoakley@yahoo.com), or Mark Boynton, tel: 480-292-0116,
(mboynton1@cox.net)

David L. Phares • GILBERT FLY-FISHING PROGRAMS • myoakley@yahoo.com • 480-540-1412

Desert Fly Casters

Proposed Gila Trout Restoration in Haigler

Restoring viable fisheries for native Gila and Apache Trout has long been a goal for The Arizona Game and Fish Department, The US Fish
and Wildlife Service, The White Mountains Apache Tribe, The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, and The US National Forests.
The Apache trout restoration programs have worked well, and Arizona anglers are now able to fish for Apaches in several streams and
lakes around the state. Restoration of the Gila trout, once listed as endangered but now only listed as “Threatened”, has been more difficult. The recent massive Wallow fire here in AZ and the Whitewater-Baldy fire in NM have both impacted Gila trout recovery efforts, and
demonstrated the need to establish populations that are more geologically dispersed.
AZGFD, assisted by USFWS and USNFS, has recently held public meetings in Payson and Young to present their current thinking on Gila
Trout recovery efforts, and to obtain public comment and input for further planning, specifically on a proposed three mile restoration
project for the headwaters section of Haigler Creek.
Haigler Creek is proposed as a stocking site because it has a proven capacity to support non-native trout, both rainbows and browns,
without continuous stockings. Those existing fish would be removed above a barrier located near “Fisherman’s Point”, and Gila trout
would be stocked in large numbers above that barrier for 3 years in a row.
It is expected that the necessary environmental assessments and planning may take another year or two years before stocking could
begin. After the three year stocking period, and after the establishment of the population had been verified by AZGFD, it is hoped that
section of Haigler Creek could be open to catch-and-release angling.
Another Public meeting on the Haigler Creek project will be in mid December in the Phoenix area. Check on the AZGFD website.
More info?, contact Joe Miller, at jam@prairietriz.com, or Mike Anderson, Native Trout Program Coordinator at manderson@azgfd.gov.

Our loss of fellow DFC Trout Bum: Doug Amos
Recently we lost an outstanding club member. He was a member that
the board recognized as someone we wanted to be more involved with
the group. When the board approached him and asked if he would be
interested in helping run the club he declined due to some personal issues.
Little did we know that we would he losing him later in the year.
Doug Amos was always a joy to be around. I didn’t know him that well
until he contacted me after a Lees Ferry Outing saying that he wanted to
become a better angler. We took a trip to Canyon Creek and worked on his
mending, casting, presentation and all around fly fishing ability. He was a
much better angler than he gave himself credit and we had a fun filled day,
one that I will never forget.

If you’ve ever spent much time with Doug, you know that he was always
smiling and forever in a good mood. He contacted me again this past
spring asking me to take him carp fishing. This was in April and we had a
great time. Doug just liked to fish and he loved being on the water regardless of where it was.
Doug went out like only he could. He was content in his last days and said
“none of us are getting out alive” and it was very eye opening watching
from afar as he went out in style. He was loved and will forever be in our
hearts. Rest in Peace Doug.
Cinda Howard

Although I had met Doug Amos at monthly meetings and other DFC events, I never had a chance to fish with
Doug until the 2011 Becker trip. Doug told me that although he had taken the fly tying classes and the rod building classes, he had actually never landed a trout on a fly rod! I hung close to Doug as he launched his kick boat,
tied on a few flies provided by Gentry Smith, and promptly landed a 20” plus rainbow in the first hour on a rod he
had built in Dave Weaver’s class. Not bad for your first fly rod caught trout. Doug was a memorable guy.
Joe Staller
I had the good fortune of knowing Doug from fly tying classes and several club outings. While we shared many
memorable moments, the Lees Ferry float trip from 2012 stands out to me the most. For Doug, this was his
first trip upriver at the Ferry and he was very excited. In classic Doug fashion, and with a little help from Tom
Horvath’s guide, he netted the largest fish on that trip—a beautiful 18” rainbow! Doug had a way of making complicated things look easy. His enthusiasm for fly fishing, and generally optimistic personality, made him enjoyable
to be around. He will be sorely missed.
Gentry Smith

I had the privilege of teaching Fly Tying with both Doug and Judy. Both were very
interested in the processes and progressed very well through the classes. The one very
memorable event with Doug is he always and I mean always made a special effort to
thank whoever was the instructor for his time and efforts. He never missed that
opportunity after each class.
Tom Horvath
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David Hwang with
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Gentry
Smith
receives
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Mountain
Lakes Foundation.

Dutch Oven
cooking
with Gary
Bedsworth in
Rocky Point,
Mexico.

Pat and
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fish stories.
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Saturday, December 14, 2013

Host: Dick Brooks
Catch me, Dick at: 480-203-9634 or gdubby77@gmail.com

DFC Outings to come...

January 11, 2014 • Stream Side Instructions- Salt River
January ??, 2014 • Casting Games- TBA

DFC ANNUAL BANQUET

Wednesday, February 12, 2014
at the Knights of Columbus Hall.

...continued: Presidents Drift
and I encourage you ask your friends in the business community to please donate something for our auction
(restaurant gift certificates, car washes, bottles of wine, fishing trips etc, etc) and to also consider donating
something yourself for this auction. It is for a good cause, and it is greatly appreciated.
Please go out and do some fishing in the next few months. Not only is this a great time of year to get out,
you’ll also be able to brag about it the next club meeting when we ask “Who’s gotten out fishing?!”
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky.
Joe

Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

Library
Open position

December Outing...Canyon Lake

MAIL TO: ☛

Joe Staller- President
Michael Georgopapadakos-Vice President
Harriet Georgopapadakos- Treasurer
Rick Scott- Secretary
Outings- Tom Horvath/Gentry Smith
Programs- Gentry Smith/David Huang
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club meeting
See ya at the mber 11, 2013
ece
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